Everything has a beginning and that is why we have gone back to first principles with the new M’START: simplicity in design
and ease of assembly giving a no frills machine but with the looks, durability and technological features expected of a 21st
century wash machine.
To meet the demand for a rollover which is simple yet capable of offering high quality wash programs, the M'START includes
a wide range of optional extras such as side high pressure, high shine foamy wax or high pressure disk wheelwash.
M’START is designed for facilities with the capacity to wash 800 to 1200 vehicles a month and is the perfect machine for those
wishing to start off in the vehicle wash business in the most profitable way.
The new M’START has leading edge technology which includes a programmable CPU, variable speed drives and power
transducers working in coordination under the control of software specially designed for this model and capable of guaranteeing
a gentle but effective wash.

GENERAL FEATURES M’START
Wash and dry rollover comprising 2 vertical brushes y 1 horizontal brush controlled by
power transducers.
A standard structure powder coated in grey RAL 7040.
A choice of catenary or energy chain
PLAIN model aluminium fairing as standard or optional ROCKET design fairing
A choice of various dryer combinations
Variable speed drives for the conveyor and dryer + horizontal brush lift
Command post with program selection and message display
LED lights: optional traffic light and positioner and the option to fit 3 Sferic lights to the
right-hand column.

WASH DIMENSIONS
WASH HEIGHT

2300

2500

2700

WASH WIDTH

2400

2400

2400

LENGTH OF RAILS

9000

9000

10000

MINIMUM MACHINE WIDTH*

3800

3800

3800

MAXIMUM MACHINE WIDTH**

4212

4212

4212

TOTAL MACHINE HEIGHT

3113

3513

3713

* Includes energy chain
** Includes energy chain + optional splash screens
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All measurements in mm.

